ESSENTIAL AGREEMENT 5RB
5RB is committed to making responsible thoughtful choices independently. We will cooperate and help each other by working as a team to
achieve our social and academic goals.
We will respect each other by:


taking turns while speaking.



one person speaks at a time.



listening to others when they are talking.



putting our hand up if we need to ask or share a comment.



always keeping our workspace and classroom neat and tidy.

We will be principled by


showing integrity by always telling the truth.



being fair and not blaming others.



walking in the classroom.



making sure we go to toilets at recess and lunch time.



using our manners such as saying please and thank you.



following our classroom essential agreement.



using ICT appropriately and being cyber safe.



remembering to charge our mac books at home.



not eating or drinking while using mac books.

We will show empathy by


treating others the way we want to be treated



being friends with everyone in the classroom.



we let others participate in our group game.

not bullying each other



We will be reflective by


setting ourselves goals



continuously thinking about what we have learned and what we could improve next time.



learning from our mistakes.



reflecting on our actions

We have no right to distract the learning of others. We agree that we will loose our privileges if we don’t follow the agreement.
CONSEQUENCES
We are committed to:
“Making responsible and thoughtful choices independently”
POSITIVE consequences


Awards in the school assembly



Money from the Money bag, to be used for the class auction every fortnight.



Sit with a friend



Table points



MacBook time/ Friday Fun Time/ Class game

NEGATIVE consequences


Verbal warning



Time reflecting on our class agreement



Miss out on recess/lunch or Friday free time or a class game.



Meet with Mrs. Lockwood/ your parents

